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The 21st c. has hit us a decade early in the sense that tomorrow's major global 
problems have already arrived at our doorstep with (1) immediate threats of irreversible ecological damage, 
(2) the ecopolitical collapse of Leninism, (3) eco-interdependence in the "free" world, (4) the exploding of 
such myths of simpler days as "national sovereignty" & "democracy," (5) earth-think as a new participant in 
the global ecopolitical & cultural ("pluralistic") dialogs, & (6) a worldwide questioning of traditional 
sources & structures of authority. As to this last, think of some of this year's confrontations of authority: 
intifada, Tiananmen Sq., apartheid, rebel uprisings in the Philippines & El Salvador (& a half dozen other 
places), Gorby in the Vatican & with Bush at Malta, Operation Rescue (attacks on abortion clinics despite the 
legality of abortions)  This Thinksheet looks at the Craigville Colloquy VII theme through the lens of 
the authority factor. 

1. "Authority" & "independence" are antonyms. Geo.l I I sent his western colonies a 
declaration of authority, & we sent him a Declaration of Independence. Every since 
1776 you have been able to count on Americans to love their independence & suspect 
authority. This esprit colors how we see the rest of the world, analogically. And how 
the rest of the world see us, fearfully/hopefully. Is Eastern Europe now having its 
1776? 	Is western Europe now beginning its 1789? Who now is "justified" in what, & 
what is "justice" here & there & there & there 7  	But first, what is "authority"? The 
dictionary definitions are easy to hand & show the word's range & depths. Let's have 
a grid-look. (The letter "D" or "H" preceding each number indicates "divine" or 
"human": we are talking about eight entities.) 

2. Our two study-words forming the ranks, the file 	 AUTHORITY  

words divi,de authority into, on the one hand, influ- 	 EXTERNAL 	INTERNAL 

ences that enable & controls that compel ("external")  JUSTIFICATION DM]. 	DM 2 
&, on the other, agencies trying to convince or per- 
suade mind & heart ("internal").  Another cut, not 	

JUSTICE D/H 3 	D/H 

to get attention in this Thinksheet, is the distinction 
between primary  & derivative  authorites. (In #536 I expound a church window I 
designed with "Jesus is Lord" in the center as primary authority for Christians, & as 
a quatrefoil the derivative authorities of Scripture, Tradition, the Living Church, & 
personal experience of the Holy Spirit. This model could illumine "Justification & 
Justice.") (Christian authority can be broken down another way, viz, according to its 
ultimate sanctions in God [direct divine authority], Jesus, [dominical authority], the 
Bible [scriptural authority], & the earliest church [apostolic authority]--to be 
distinguished from authority derived from calculating consequences.) 

3. This grid is only one tool, but it is one, for working with the eight entities. For 
this Thinksheet I can make only a few spot observations• 	"Di" is, for us Christians, 
all that we mean by "the Cross," whose authority enables but does not compel (to use 
the two verbs in the grid's description of "external justification")...."D/H4" appears 
in a statement of Tracy Kuggleman, speaking for New England Earth Day [22 Apr] 1990: 
"God gave us the earth and we are its stewards." Earth Day '90 (following Earth Day 
1, '70) is an organization (so, "H4") "trying to convince or persuade" (as the grid 
says), but ("D4") the organization & its speaker are also agencies' of God, who 
through them is "trying to convince or persuade."....Again, a Gorby predecessor felt 
himself justified ("H1") in exiling Sakharov, as Gorby did in releasing him, the USSR's 
Ghandi, as a symbolic act saying both glasnost & perestroika. This quotation from the 
editor of a Soviet magagine shows that D1 & H1 can be interillumining: "As Jesus came 
to save humanity from sin, Sakharov has come to save us from the system."....Finally, 
note how close D2 & H2 can be: Scripture is intensely concerned about God's reputation 
as augmented or damaged by the behavior of his people (thus, eg, "Hallowed by thy 
name") ("D2"), & Sakharov's moral influence ("H2") reverses the immoral influence of 
Stalin (& even Lenin). 	The failed ideological "new Soviet man" is being replaced by 
the persecuted-released anti-ideological new Soviet man of creativity & kindness...."Jus-
tification" is not religion-specific only, & "justice" is not culture-specific only. Either 
word can be language-world specific, or generic; & either can be religious or secular. 
(No, I won't draw another grid for this! But I'd be pleased if you were to.) 

4. Jesus' authority (1CI.2 1 ): "You paid attention to his words...and kept his suffer-
ings before your eyes." 
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